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The fairy-tale setting  
of Korokoro Falls.
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of bat — New Zealand’s only native animals 

are birds, insects and a few reptiles. At first,  

I have to confess, the exotic wildlife-spotter  

in me was left a bit deflated by the news. But 

then you learn how fantastic, numerous and 

mind-boggling New Zealand’s birds are, 87 

per cent of them endemic. It is said that when 

Captain Cook arrived in the 1770s, his crew 

would have to row 50 metres out to sea just 

to hear each other over the dawn chorus. 

And that was at least 500 years after the 

Maori had first set foot on the islands and 

hunted many species into extinction, as well 

as decimating numbers by introducing the 

pernicious Polynesian rat. 

Left unpredated for millions of years, birds 

evolved to fill every ecological niche normally 

filled by mammals, resulting in everything 

from tiny nocturnal birds to gigantic flightless 

moa birds. So when it comes to New 

Zealand’s most famous bird, the kiwi, what 

you’re really looking at is essentially the 

avian version of an inglorious rat. Seriously!  

It has a mammalian body temperature (38ºC), 

two ovaries rather than most birds’ one, and 

an acute sense of smell with nostrils at the 

end of its beak, only coming out at night to 

scavenge for food on the forest floor. 

With dusk falling, I abandon the shoreline 

and head up over the neck of the 

Puketukutuku Peninsula. The site is fenced 

off for a kiwi conservation programme, but 

despite the late hour I can’t see any of the 

loveable New Zealand rats (as I’ll always think 

of them from hereon). Rain clouds have 

drawn in over the lake when I arrive at my 

first hut, which sits among the reedbeds at 

the mouth of a small river. 

Originally built in the 1950s, this network of 

huts was for hunters that the government 

paid ‘by the tail’ to cull the spiralling 

population of deer eating every shred of new 

growth in the forest. Now opened up for 

public use, most have been refurbished or 

rebuilt with wood-burning stoves, washing 

and cooking facilities, and comfortable 

bunkhouses. I couldn’t ask for more as I 

devoured hot food and wine by the tumbler 

on the hut’s verandah, beneath a vast 

expanse of starry night sky, with the lapping 

black emptiness of the lake before me.

Underwater forests
Morning is a silent blank page. Only the calls 

of an invisible swan to her chicks betray the 

mass of water hidden in the mists. The local 

Maori who have lived in these parts for 

centuries were called the Tuhoe, or ‘children 

of the mist’, and I feel as ethereal as their 

forefathers as I rejoin the dew-dropped track 

after breakfast. 

Gradually, the outline of a mountain range 

is sketched onto the blank page around me, 

giving me my first line of perspective into my 

surroundings. Then, after two hours of 

weaving between headland and bay, a small 

swingbridge leads me on to a narrow beach 

where the faint sketch is immediately 

replaced by an awesome panoramic painting, 

in vivid, intricate oil colours. The mists gone, 

Left: Making our way over 
the boulder stepping stones 
to Korokoro Falls.
Middle: One of many swing 
bridges on the route.
Right: Waiharuru Hut – the 
first night’s shelter.
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a clear view stretches 4km/2.5 miles over the 

lake’s glossy waters to the brilliant, exposed 

escarpment of the mighty Panekiri Range, 

barricading across the horizon.

Stepping over ancient tree trunks that 

periodically lash across the shore, I look down 

into the lake’s crystalline waters and see fields 

of plush grass beds that appear to lead into a 

great underwater forest. Yet it’s no trick of the 

light. Two thousand years ago, a huge 

earthquake triggered a massive landslide, 

damming nearby rivers and creating 

Waikaremoana. The original forest margins 

were swallowed up by the rapidly rising 

waters, submerging trees as tall as 50m/165ft. 

Many still carry leaves on their branches that 

sway dreamily in the currents beneath the 

lake’s surface.

Back into the forest on terra firma, the path 

seems to enter the fantasies of a Victorian 

landscape gardener. Glade follows enchanted 

glade, each with its own unique microclimate, 

botany and atmosphere, and many boasting 

the kind of centrepiece water-feature that had 

me searching for an electric pump hidden 

among the ferns. The fairy-tale landscape 

culminates at Korokoro Falls, a half-hour detour 

up moss-flecked tree roots and across boulder 

‘stepping stones’ to a spectacular 22m/72ft 

cascade surrounded by dense foliage.

Later that evening, while ensconced in 

another excellent hut eating freshly smoked 

trout caught from the lake, I imagine a cast of 

woodland nymphs, fairies and trolls appearing 

from inside hollow tree trunks and behind 

waterfall curtains to sweep away my footprints 

in the mud.

Into the clouds
The final two days of the trail are a steep 

ascent and descent of the Panekiri Range, 

whose awesome profile yesterday now weighs 

“I feel shrunken by 
the huge canopy 

above me, and half 
expect the neck of a 

curious diplodocus to 
crane down through 

the branches.”
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heavily on mind. But it’s a gentle start to day 

three, crossing grassland and reedbeds at the 

mouth of a large creek. 

Hundreds of birds use this estuarine arena as 

a showcase for dive-bombing, chattering and 

feeding. Fantails and kereru birds shoot out of 

the forest’s edge like lightning bolts above my 

head, picking off insects above the stagnant 

water, while life-long pairs of paradise ducks 

patrol the bankside waters — the females with 

their distinctive white heads, the males’ black. 

The catchy, melodious calls of the tui bird give 

me a tune to whistle for the rest of the day.

Two hours into the forest, and the 

vegetation parts to reveal a lichen-covered 

rock-face, my route cut steeply into its side. 

The climb has begun. Pretty quickly, the 

temperature begins to drop, and after an hour 

of steady, muscle-burning progress, I reach a 

plateau and step into the eerie, green-hued, 

half-lit world of the cloud forest.

Condensation hangs heavy in the air, 

epiphytes trail from every knotted branch, and 

rotting tree stumps as tall as people are 

shrouded in damp, mossy beards. It could so 

easily be home to JRR Tolkien’s Ents, the 

humanoid walking trees from The Lord of the 

Rings. (Though Peter Jackson went elsewhere 

in New Zealand for the Middle Earth that 

featured so spectacularly in his movies.) Every 

so often the trail narrows and breaks out on to 

the ridge line, where a stiff upwind brings 

thick mist and rain tumbling up from a green 

abyss, the lake nowhere to be seen below. 

The overnight hut sits precariously on an 

exposed arête 1,180m/3,870ft up and is 

buffeted by cold southerly winds. But an hour 

after nightfall, the gusts suddenly drop, the 

clouds part briefly and I glimpse the moonlit 

spectre of Waikaremoana below. A rura owl or 

morepork (named after its two-tone call) 

silently shares the view with me from  

Top: Stepping over ancient 
dead trees on the shores of 
Waikaremoana with Panekiri 
Ridge in the background.
Below: Hiking through eerie 
cloud forest on the ridge.
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a nearby bush, before the rain clouds smother 

the ridge once more.

Up on the range
On a clear day, I would be among the first 

people in the world to see the new day’s 

sunrise over the Pacific Ocean. Frustratingly, 

first light breaks with rain still driving over the 

summit. I continue tracing the ridge through 

more eerie cloud forest, punctuated by the 

occasional, precipitous look-out, where the 

vegetation has cracked an indiscriminate 

smile to reveal huge molars of greywacke 

sandstone hanging in the misty nothingness. 

By lunchtime I arrive upon the smooth, level 

flags of the range’s most famous outcrop — 

Panekiri Bluff — and the heavens finally reward 

me with the spectacular sweep over  

Te Urewera National Park for which this 

viewpoint is renowned. From the startpoint  

in the distance, my journey here seems  

New Zealand’s  
other Great Walks
Tongariro Northern Circuit A 50km/31-mile track 
around Tongariro National Park’s volcanic craters 
and glacial valleys.

 Abel Tasman Coast Track The 51km/32-mile 
coastal route is best enjoyed during the summer 
months when the bays and sea views appear  
most tropical.

Heaphy Track Through the mixed downland, forest 
and coastline of Kahurangi National Park, this 
82km/51-mile track is a four or five-day hike.

 Milford Track New Zealand’s most famous walk  
is a stunning 53km/33-mile route through the 
temperate rainforest of Fiordland National Park.

Routeburn Track A 32km/20-mile hike across the 
Southern Alps with spectacular valley views.

 Kepler Track A less congested, 60km/37-mile 
circular alternative to the nearby Milford and 
Routeburn Tracks.

 Rakiura Track A 29km/18-mile route among the 
abundant wildlife of the southerly Stewart Island.

Whanganui Journey Not a walk, but a 145km/91-mile 
canoe journey — part of the Great Walks network — 
down the Whanganui River on the North Island into 
the Tasman Sea.
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“I look down into the 
lake’s crystalline waters 

and see fields of plush 
grass beds that appear 

to lead into a great 
underwater forest.”
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“Every so often the trail 
narrows and breaks out 
on to the ridge line, 
where a stiff upwind 
brings thick mist and 
rain tumbling up from 
a green abyss.”
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